
phases of a simplified 
innovation process:  

Conception: 

Requirement  analysis 

Idea Generation 

Idea evaluation 

Project planning 

Implementation: 

Developmental/construction 

Protype development 

Pilot application 

Testing 

Marketing: 

Production 

Market  launch and  penetra-

tion(National/nternational) 

Innovation 

Process 
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INNOVATION  
= 

Invention + Commercial Exploitation 

 

Innovation Process 
= 

Conception +Implementation +Marketing 

  
“The most important and  

difficult thing is not  to find the 

right answer but to find the right  

question.” 

                                      Peter Drucker 

“Systematic innovation consists in 
the purposeful and organized search 
for changes, and in the systematic 
analysis of the opportunities such 
changes might offer for economic or 
social innovation.” 

 Some References:  

- P. Herzog (2011), 2nd revised edition.P9-58.open and closed innovation.Innovation and its concept and process. 

- Nneji B. Improve processes,improve Innovation.Equally critical;Process improvement and Novelty must  work together.june 25,2007. 

 

Simplified overview of innovation 

process steps: 
1. STRATEGIC ORIENTATION 

2. IDEA GENERATION AND CONCEP-
TUALISATION 

3. CHOICE OF CONCEPT AND DECI-
SION. 

4. DEVELOPMENT AND IMPLEMEN-
TATION 
5. MARKET INTRODUCTION 
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STEPS OF  

SYSTEMATIC  

INNOVATION  

1. Understand customer’s needs      

    2. Analyze situation 

      3. Select ideation tools 

         4. Generate concepts                                    

           5. Evaluated concepts 

        6. Detailed design 

      7. Communicate value 

   8. Standardize learning 

 

 

Stages in Innovation-
Decision Process 
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INNOVATION  PROCESS  

While innovation is defined as the 
commercial exploitation of a  new idea 
or invention,  
The  process of innovation  
refers to the temporal sequence of  
events that occur as people interact 
with  others to develop and implement 
their  innovation  ideas with in  an  in-
stitutional context.  

-Involve  frontline  emplyees 

-Build Accountability into projects 

-Contribute to a spirit of play 

-Set Lofty goas 

-Uncover change champions and  

    future leaders 

-Enable cross-fertilization 

-Speak the same  language 

-Break down the barriers 

-Encourage rapid decsion making 

      and reward the Right things. 

      -Think of projects and intitiatives  

           interms of strtegic  priorities  

TEN KEY LEVER 

 IMPROVE  

INNOVATION  

Rogers' Stages of Innovation 

Decision Process 

 Porchaska's 

Stages of Change 

Knowledge Stage 

Recall of information 

Comprehension of messages 

Knowledge or skill for 

effective adoption of 

 innovation 

Precontemplation 

Persuasion Stage Liking 

Discussion of new behavior 

with others 

Acceptance of the message 

Formation of positive image 

of the message and  

       innovation 

Support for the innovative 

behavior from the sys-

tem 

Contemplation 

Decision Stage 

Intention to seek additional 

information about the 

innovation 

Intention to try innovation 

 Preparation 

Implementation 

Acquisition of additional 

info about innovation 

Use of innovation on regular 

basis 

Continued use of innovation 

                         

Action 

Confirmation Stage 

Recognition of the benefits 

of using the innovation. 

Integration of the innova-

tion into ongoing routine 

Promotion of innovation to 

others 

                    

Maintenance 


